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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

NOV19 1300 -12 1316 1299 1312 DEC19 100,05 -2,00 102,50 99,80 102,05

JAN20 1318 -13 1336 1318 1331 MAR20 103,60 -2,05 106,00 103,40 105,65

MAR20 1341 -13 1359 1340 1354 MAY20 105,85 -2,10 108,30 105,70 107,95

MAY20 1364 -14 1381 1364 1378 JUL20 108,20 -1,85 110,40 107,85 110,05

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1295 & 1190
Resistances: 1325, 1370 & 1415

New York ICE:

Supports: 97,50, 93,50 & 86,50-84,00
Resistances: 102,00, 109,50 & 114,50
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last high low

1,09839 1,0999 1,09572

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

We started last Thursday with the EURUSD falling against most of the main currencies in a combination of risk aversion and response to the light data of the

United States, the USD reached 1.0998 with the Euro appreciating for the third consecutive day and moving away of the minimum of two years 1.0880 reached
this week and trying to recover the psychological resistance of 1.1000. European PMIs were worse than expected although retail sales improved over the

previous month. The dollar resisted amid risk aversion aided by the news that the US is planning tariffs on European goods for up to 7.5 billion dollars as
response to European subsidies to Airbus. The list of sanctions will be released on October 18th, with the main countries affected being France, Germany, Spain
and the United Kingdom. Later on, American non-manufacturing PMI was published much worse than expected and the USD depreciated to levels of 1.0995

EURUSD currently quoting around 1.0980.

As predicted weather has been dry this week and should remain dry at least until the middle of next week when some rains shall be falling over Parana, Sao

Paulo and parts of Minas Gerais. Those rains should be light with irregular coverage. The Southeast region should see an October with less rains than usual.

Some photos showing nice flowering starting to circulate. It is expected an overall flowering for this weekend. Although there are no rains forecast for next
days, it seems the air moisture is sufficient enough to support these flowers.

According to Central Bank, Brazil´s Public Debt has reached 79,8 pct of the GDP and should hit 80 pct of the GDP until the end of the year. Current Public Debt
is at BR 5.6 Trillion (US 1.4 Trillion Dollars equivalent). Indeed, this actual Debt is the highest percentage of the GDP ever. For a comparison in 2010 the Total

Public Debt was equivalent to 52 pct of the GDP. Real recovered this week, particularly yesterday, reaching BR$ 4,075. During the week, it ranged between
BR$4,186 and BR$4,075.

Central Highlands, Vietnam’s key coffee-planting region, projected to get 10%-25% less rainfall than normal this month, the National Center for Hydro-

Meteorological Forecasting says on website. Temperatures expected to be 0.5-1 degree Celsius higher than historical average.

Reuters have reported that internal coffee trade in Vietnam is quiet as traders await the new crop season due to begin next week and peak around mid-
November, while farmers current crop season stocks have almost been depleted.

In Honduras, in the 2018-19 season that ended Monday, exports dropped to 6.81m bags, valued at $950.1m, from 7.22m bags worth $1.14b y/y. At the

beginning of last season, the institute estimated exports of as much as 8.13m bags, based on yield trends. Approximately 10% of the crop wasn’t sold by
producers, and it’s unclear how much was left uncollected because low prices failed to cover costs.

The world coffee market generates $200b, and small growers get ~10% of that, insufficient to make a decent living, Colombia’s President Ivan Duque says
Wednesday at a forum on sustainability at the United Nations in New York. There’s an abysmal gap between what the growers get and what the market is. The

industry needs to get involved and committed to create better conditions for the 25m producers facing the weight of low prices. In Colombia, more than 500,000
families depend on coffee, producing 14m bags and exporting 13m, he says.

India - Uncertainty over new crop size still remains. Potential damage to standing crop due to reported cherry dropping is still to be assessed. Monsoon rains

started to recced in coffee regions. Trading for new crop remained subdued over last week.

Indonesia - Small coffee farmers are at the biggest disadvantage from the slump in global prices, according to Indonesia’s Vice President Jusuf Kalla in
statement issued by the cabinet secretary. “More than 25 million small coffee farmers around the world are struggling to make ends meet. Indonesia alone has
1.8 million coffee farmers,” Kalla says in remarks during a meeting with representatives from 30 coffee-producing countries on the sidelines of United Nations

General Assembly in New York on Wednesday.

The International Coffee Organization (ICO) has brought together roasters, growers and traders to sign a declaration of economic sustainability for the

global coffee chain, agreeing to take joint efforts to address low prices, high volatility and long-term sustainability for the sector.

The future for smaller coffee-producing nations is in high-end niches as the two dominant producers, Brazil and Vietnam, gobble up more of the global market,
according to Italian roasting giant Illycaffe. Large, low-cost growers in those two countries can still turn a profit even with coffee futures near the lowest in a
decade. While farms in Central America and Africa struggle to compete in mass markets, they can command hefty premiums by producing high-quality aromatic

beans marked with the designation of origin. The commoditized production may become more concentrated in low-cost producers, while other smaller nations
may be forced to position themselves in the fine arabicas segment, Illycaffe Chairman Andrea Illy said.

Prominent Hong Kong activist Joshua Wong joined calls for Starbucks Corp. to cancel its franchise with one of the city’s biggest restaurant companies after a

member of the founder’s family likened anti-Beijing protests to riots and voiced support for local authorities. In a tweet early Friday, Wong asked for the
franchise of Maxim’s Caterers Ltd., which runs the Starbucks outlets in the city, to be terminated “immediately.” Wong, who first rose to international prominence
during the 2014 Hong Kong democracy protests, included a link to a petition calling for Maxim’s to lose its Starbucks license. It has garnered more than 12,000

signatures.

Nestle SA is increasing checks on the coffee it buys, after recent tests showed beans from some countries had levels of the weed killer glyphosate that are close
to a regulatory limit. The company says the new measures should be temporary until producing countries correct the application of glyphosate. The move comes
at a time when many countries have either banned or are seeking to prohibit the use of glyphosate, used in the Roundup weed killer. Bayer AG, which spent $63

billion buying the products maker, Monsanto, is now facing billions of dollars’ worth of lawsuits claiming it causes cancer.

World coffee exports fell to 10.45 million bags in August 2019, down 4% from the same month of 2018. Both Arabicas (-2.3%) and Robusta (-6.6%) saw a

decline in export volumes. Among Arabicas, exports of Colombian Milds rose by 18.3%, while those of Other Milds were down by 15.3% and those of Brazilian
Naturals stayed flat on year (+0.1%).World coffee exports in the first 11 months of coffee year 2018/19 (Oct/18 to August/19) increased by 9.2% to 120.28

million bags compared to 110.16 million bags in the same period in 2017/18.
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